Faculty Stipends for Completing the OER Training Course, Adopting and Adapting an OER Course, Semi-building a course and Building a Course

Revised based on the scope of work 5.01. 2021

Disclaimer: The stipends here are subject to change based on the availability of funding during the budget year.

Teaching an OER Course from a master shell

- Complete the OER Training Course
- $200 stipend

Adopt & Adapt an OER Course

- Complete the OER Training Course
- Teach an OER course
- Share the OER course in YC CANVAS
- In this instance, a course or course materials (Lumen, Open Staxs, OER Commons, Derivita) that are closely aligned with YC course outcomes exists and is available for adoption by the faculty member.
- Most of the work under an “Adopt & Adapt” will consist of content review, content selection and adaptation/revision of existing content.
- Some degree of assessment or assignment authoring may be required (up to 30%)
- Stipend $500

Semi-build an OER Course

- Complete the OER Training Course
- Teach an OER course
- Share the OER course in YC CANVAS
- In this instance, course materials that are aligned with YC outcomes exist, but entire “courses” are not available for adoption.
- Most of the work under a “Semi-Build” will consist of identifying gaps in existing content and authoring supplemental materials and content to create an entire course that is aligned with learning outcomes, OR
- Assessments may be unavailable or not readily adoptable; therefore, the faculty developer will be required to author assessments (between 31% to 100%) aligned to the content and learning outcomes.
• Stipend $1500

Build an OER Course

• Complete the OER Training Course
• Teach an OER course
• Share the OER course in YC CANVAS as a Master Course
• In this instance, no course materials aligned with YC outcomes exist and the faculty member will need to create the entire course.
• All the work under a “Build” will be the creation/authorship of all course content, assignments, and assessments with a Creative Commons licenses.
• Assessments are unavailable for adoption and the faculty developer will be required to author all assessments necessary to assess student learning.
• Stipend $2500

Procedures

1. If there is a full OER course available and the faculty member chooses not to use that course, the faculty member will need to write a proposal to the OER committee justifying why their course should be a semi-build.
2. In the case where there is a question of whether a course is a semi-build or a build a case will need to be made to the OER committee or VP of Academics.